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introduction
These identity guidelines have been developed as a foundation for 

generating brand awareness and recognition for Alpha Sigma 

Alpha Sorority.

Extensive primary and secondary research, in combination with strategic 

planning efforts, have gone into creating the look and feel that is to be 

associated with the Alpha Sigma Alpha brand. This standards manual is 

to be used as the preferred reference tool by sorority members and 

non-members for establishing a cohesive visual message about Alpha 

Sigma Alpha. These guidelines will aid in developing effective and 

aesthetically pleasing communications that properly represent the 

Alpha Sigma Alpha organization and membership. 

Unauthorized copies of graphic elements downloaded from the web or 

scanned from other materials are not acceptable. If you have questions, 

need to confirm acceptable usage or need to obtain an authorized 

graphic file of Alpha Sigma Alpha’s logo, tagline, badge or other 

branded materials, please contact the Alpha Sigma Alpha National 

Headquarters at (317) 871-2920 or email asa@AlphaSigmaAlpha.org.

I. Introduction
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the mission 
Alpha Sigma Alpha promotes high ideals and standards for its members throughout 

their lives by emphasizing balance among our four aims of intellectual, physical, social 

and spiritual development. Alpha Sigma Alpha provides opportunities through:

  Sisterhood: forming strong bonds of unconditional friendship based on
      common values and experiences;
  Heritage: expressed through creed, ritual and history;
  Leadership and service: enhanced by chapter, campus and community
    involvement.

the vision
To cultivate values and ideals in women who are known for their character and concern 

for others. Alpha Sigma Alpha inspires women to lead, to serve and most of all, to make 

a difference.

the purpose
The purpose of Alpha Sigma Alpha is to foster close friendships between members 

and develop women of poise and purpose.

the brand essence 
“Developing Women of Poise and Purpose”

our motto
“Aspire. Seek. Attain.”

our brand personality

Brand Presence 

 Poised
 Purposeful
 Confident
 Intelligent
 Leadership

 Scholarly
 Values
 Engaging
 Respected
 Passionate

 Determined
 Sisterhood
 Lifelong
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alpha sigma alpha brand
Alpha Sigma Alpha works to develop women of poise and purpose by encouraging women of 

all ages to be who they are and nurture who they want to become. Through lifelong bonds, the 

women of Alpha Sigma Alpha are able to grow confidently in both their personal and professional 

lives, offer support through philanthropic endeavors and joyously live each day to its ultimate good.

II. Visual Elements

PRIMARY BRAND MARK

The wordmark
Alpha Sigma Alpha’s main 

wordmark is a custom type 

treatment combining the two 

fonts MrsEaves SmallCaps and 

Bellevue. The combination 

connotes a classic, sophisticated 

tone while exuding a subtle 

modern style to ensure that the 

logo is both timely and timeless.

The badge emblem
The badge emblem is a stylized 

representation of the Alpha Sigma 

Alpha badge and signifies the 

sorority’s four aims: intellectual, 

physical, social and spiritual 

development. The diamond-shaped 

badge is a well-known symbol for 

any Alpha Sigma Alpha sister and 

creates an instant bond with those 

women who have proudly worn it. 

The tagline
Alpha Sigma Alpha’s tagline is 

“Developing Women of Poise and 
Purpose.” The verbiage has been 

part of the history of Alpha Sigma 

Alpha and encourages women to 

recognize and foster their potential 

through active participation. 

Incorporation of the tagline allows 

members and non-members alike 

to best understand the value of 

the sorority. 

The visual elements
The Alpha Sigma Alpha logomark 
is made up of three core 
components: the wordmark, the 
badge emblem and the tagline. 
All three components should 
appear together whenever 
achievable. In cases where this is 
not possible, alternate formats 
have been provided.
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Alternate versions
The Alpha Sigma Alpha brand will be 
applied across a variety of mediums. 
While the primary logomark is always 
preferred, alternative logos have been 
crafted for situations where this is not 
possible. 

Sans tagline
When printing the logo less than two 
inches wide, or when design dictates, it 
is acceptable to use the logomark without 
the tagline.

Black and white
When printing in black and white, in 
applications such as news print or fax 
sheets, only the approved logo should be 
used in 100 percent black.

Reversed
On crimson red and other dark backgrounds, 
a reversed version of the logo should be 
used. The reversed version should never 
be used over busy images or patterns.

II. Visual Elements

SANS TAGLINE

BLACK AND WHITE
Logo shown in 100 percent black

REVERSED
Logo shown in 100 percent white on crimson red

Logo shown in 100 percent white on black
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The tagline
Alpha Sigma Alpha’s tagline, “Developing 
Women of Poise and Purpose”, reflects 
the sorority’s core mission to cultivate 
values and ideals in women who are 
known for their character and concern for 
others.

The tagline font is MrsEaves SmallCaps 
and its classic appearance complements 
the Alpha Sigma Alpha wordmark. The 
tagline has been carefully integrated into 
the Alpha Sigma Alpha primary mark and 
its proportion or placement should never 
be altered. 

In cases where the tagline appears alone, 
please use the approved versions. It may 
be shown in crimson red, gold, black or 
white. It should be displayed in a way 
that does not compete with the primary 
logomark.

When the tagline appears in regular 
body text, it should be initial-capped and 
used as follows, “Developing Women of 
Poise and Purpose.” Depending on the 
context in which the tagline is used, the 
punctuation may vary.

The badge emblem
The badge emblem is a stylized 
representation of the Alpha Sigma Alpha 
badge, and may appear alone outside 
of the primary brand mark. When used 
alone, the size of the badge should no 
smaller than ¼ inch. The badge may 
be used reversed in pearl white with a 
crimson red or black background. The 
badge emblem should never appear 
over patterns or photographs where 
visual elements interrupt the integrity of 
the image. A minimum amount of space 
around the badge emblem should remain 
clear of text and other graphics.

II. Visual Elements

PRIMARY TAGLINE USAGE

TAGLINE ONLY
Shown in approved colors

developing women of poise and purpose

developing women of poise and purpose

developing women of poise and purpose

developing women of poise and purpose

BADGE EMBLEM
Minimum size shown right
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The Foundation
Established in 1986, the Alpha Sigma 
Alpha Foundation is committed to 
encouraging the growth of its donors: 
Alpha Sigma Alpha undergraduate and 
alumnae members and friends. To date, 
the Foundation has given more than half 
of a million dollars towards educational 
programs.

The Foundation logomark
As a prominent entity of Alpha Sigma 
Alpha, it is important that the Foundation 
retain the visual identity of the sorority, 
while creating a mark that clearly states its 
purpose and position. 

One-color
When restricted to one-color printing, the 
Foundation logomark should be printed in 
crimson red.

Black and white
When printing in black and white, in 
applications such as news print or fax 
sheets, only the approved logo should be 
used in 100 percent black.

Reversed
On crimson red and other dark 
backgrounds, a reversed version of the 
logo should be used. The reversed version 
should never be used over busy images or 
patterns.

II. Visual Elements

PRIMARY FOUNDATION LOGOMARK

ONE-COLOR 

BLACK & WHITE
Logo shown in 100% black

REVERSED
Logo shown in 100% white on black
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The Coat-of-Arms
The coat-of-arms, or crest, of Alpha Sigma 
Alpha is a shield, quartered in crimson 
and white, bearing a phoenix rising from 
radiant flames and surmounted by a gold 
crown. The decorative ribbon below 
carries the open motto, “aspire, seek, 
attain” in Greek lettering. 

The phoenix, the central symbol in 
the coat-of-arms, openly represents 
the reorganization of the sorority that 
occurred in 1914.

Usage
The coat-of-arms is used to retain Alpha 
Sigma Alpha’s heritage. It is appropriate 
for use on documents promoting archival 
purposes: 
	 	collegiate chapter charters
	 	membership certificates
	 	specialized jewelry
	 	engravings

Unless written consent is given from 
national headquarters, the coat-of-
arms should not be used on any other 
documents or merchandise including 
apparel and gifts.   

Black and white
The only appropriate alternate versions 
of the coat-of-arms is in black and white 
or grayscale. 

Sizing
To guarantee optimal readability and 
integrity of the coat-of-arms, when 
printed it should never be shown smaller 
than one inch wide.

II. Visual Elements

COAT-OF-ARMS

BLACK & WHITE

SIZING

1 inch
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CHAPTER INTEGRATION

Center Text

Chapter extension
It is important that all the supporting 
chapters of Alpha Sigma Alpha utilize the 
newly developed brand identity. Because 
of this, a system has been created to 
encourage consistency. 

Alignment
The chapter name should be centered 
underneath the logomark. A one-point 
dotted line should be used to divide the 
two entities. The height of a capitalized 
letter should be comparable to those in 
the wordmark. 

Font
MrsEaves Roman should be used when 
incorporating a chapter into the Alpha 
Sigma Alpha logomark. In cases where 
MrsEaves Roman is unavailable, Times 
New Roman may be used. 

Color
When integrating the chapter name, 
the color should always match that of 
the logomark. For example, when the 
full-color logomark is used, the chapter 
should be displayed in crimson red. When 
the logomark is displayed in black and 
white, the chapter should be integrated 
using 100 percent black.

II. Visual Elements

Alpha Alpha Chapter

CHAPTER SPACING

Alpha Alpha Chapter

X

X

Alpha Alpha Chapter

COLOR MATCHING
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Signatures
It is important to build brand consistencies 
whenever possible. To do this, careful 
attention has been paid to the orientation 
of the signature in relation to the Alpha 
Sigma Alpha, Foundation and chapter 
logomarks. The signature may include any 
of the following: physical address, phone 
number, fax numbers, email address and 
website.

Alignment
The signature should always be center 
aligned under the wordmark. In cases 
where a chapter name is also included, 
the signature block should fall below the 
chapter name.

Font
The signature should appear in MrsEaves 
Roman whenever possible. As the central 
location for sorority news and events, 
the website should always be displayed 
in Bellevue. In cases where this font is 
unavailable, Times New Roman may be 
used for the signature with the website in 
Times New Roman Italics.

Color
When integrating the signature, the 
color should always match that of the 
logomark. For example, when the 
full-color logomark is used, the chapter 
should be displayed in crimson red. 
When the logomark is displayed in 
black and white, the signature should be 
integrated using 100 percent black.

II. Visual Elements

FULL SIGNATURE

9002 Vincennes Circle    Indianapolis, IN 46268-3018
Office: (317) 871-2920    Fax: (317) 871-2924

asa@alphasigmaalpha.org 

www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org

PARTIAL SIGNATURE

Alpha Alpha Chapter
9002 Vincennes Circle    Indianapolis, IN 46268-3018

Office: (317) 871-2920    Fax: (317) 871-2924

PARTIAL SIGNATURE WITH CHAPTER AND 
COLOR MATCHING

Alpha Alpha Chapter
1234 Sorority Circle    City, State 12345-1234
Office: (555) 555.5555    Fax: (555) 555-5555
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Clear space and sizing
The Alpha Sigma Alpha logomark is 
the cornerstone of the sorority brand. 
Whenever it is shown, it should be clear 
and visible. 

Clear space
To ensure visibility and prevalence, 
a minimum amount of space around the 
logomark should remain clear of text, 
symbols, other logos and graphics. 
The clear space specifications are 
proportionate to the size of the logo, 
equaling the height of the MrsEaves ‘A’.

In cases where a chapter name is 
incorporated, the clear space should 
expand to include it as part of the logo 
unit, maintaining the specified clear 
space around the mark.

Sizing
To guarantee optimal readability, there 
are certain limitations to the size in which 
the Alpha Sigma Alpha and Foundation 
logomarks should be displayed. When 
printed, the full logomark with tagline 
should never be shown smaller than two 
inches wide. By removing the tagline, 
the logomark may be displayed as small 
as one inch. 

III. Visual Identity Guidelines

2 inches

CLEAR SPACE - Primary logomark

SIZING - Primary logomark

CLEAR SPACE - Foundation logomark

2 inches

SIZING - Foundation logomark
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Usage violations
Because of the importance of the 
logomark, care should be taken to prevent 
any alterations. Shown here are numerous 
examples of common mistakes.

III. Visual Identity Guidelines

DO NOT change the orientation of the logomark

DO NOT use tints or transparencies

DO NOT use unapproved versions of the logomark

DO NOT use unapproved colors in the logomark

DO NOT change the fonts in the wordmark or tagline
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Usage violations continued
Because of the importance of the 
logomark, care should be taken to 
prevent any alterations. Shown here are 
numerous examples of common mistakes.

III. Visual Identity Guidelines

DO NOT print low resolution versions of the logomark

DO NOT stretch or squeeze the logomark

DO NOT change the proportion of the elements in the logomark

DO NOT print the logomark in unreadable sizes

DO NOT tilt the logomark
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3 INCHES

ACCEPTABLE SIZE WHEN EMBOSSING

ACCEPTABLE REVERSED USAGE

UNACCEPTABLE REVERSED USAGE

Alternate printing processes
There are a variety of printing processes 
that can be applied to Alpha Sigma Alpha 
collateral. Because of the detail of the 
primary logomark, special care must be 
taken when using new processes.

Embossing
Embossing can add a sophisticated touch 
to any printed piece. In cases where 
the logomark is embossed, it should be 
printed sans tagline at a size no smaller 
than three inches wide, as shown, to 
ensure optimal representation.

Reverses
The logomark may be reversed out 
of solid colored backgrounds when 
necessary. It should never appear over 
patterns or photographs where visual 
elements interrupt the integrity of the 
logomark.

Use with photos
The placement of the logo and tagline 
should be in an area of the photograph 
where there are no distracting patterns or 
elements. 

III. Visual Identity Guidelines

USE WITH PHOTOS
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PRIMARY SERIF - MrsEaves Roman

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

PRIMARY SANS SERIF - Avenir 55 Roman

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

WORDMARK FONT - Bellevue

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

WORDMARK FONT - Boulevard

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

MrsEaves SmallCaps

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 

Avenir 45 Book Oblique

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Avenir 35 Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Avenir 85 Black

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Typography
Font choice can strongly influence the 
personality of a brand. The Alpha Sigma 
Alpha wordmark is a customized version 
of the fonts Bellevue and MrsEaves 
SmallCaps. To retain the impact of the 
mark, the fonts Bellevue and Boulevard 
should be used sparingly in Alpha Sigma 
Alpha materials.

Primary fonts 
MrsEaves – MrsEaves is Alpha Sigma 
Alpha’s primary serif font. It complements 
the primary sans serif font, Avenir, and 
adds sophistication to the type palette.

Avenir – Avenir is Alpha Sigma Alpha’s 
primary sans serif font. It is versatile and 
can accommodate large amounts of body 
copy. With a large family of weights and 
italics, it is the perfect font on which to 
build a brand.

Bellevue – Bellevue’s curls make it a 
unique and feminine font. Because of its 
prominence in the Alpha Sigma Alpha 
logomark, it should only be used sparingly 
in sorority collateral.

Boulevard - Boulevard’s script font 
is unique in Alpha Sigma Alpha’s 
publications. It is used sparingly.  

What’s a serif?
Serif
Often referred to as “feet,”
serif typefaces are those that 
have small lines projecting 
from the ends of each letter. 

Sans serif
Sans serif typefaces refer to 
those that have no “feet.”

IV. Typography
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PRIMARY WEB SERIF - Times New Roman Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

PRIMARY WEB SANS SERIF - Arial Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Times New Roman Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Times New Roman Italics

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Arial Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Arial Italics

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Web fonts
Web-safe fonts are fonts likely to be 
present on a wide range of computer 
systems. They are used by web content 
authors to increase the likelihood that 
content will be displayed in their chosen 
font. If a visitor to a website does not 
have the specified font, their browser will 
attempt to select a similar alternative, 
based on the author-specified fallback 
fonts and generic families.

Because Alpha Sigma Alpha’s primary font 
palette is not universally web-safe, a set 
of secondary fonts has been chosen that 
best reflects the style of the brand. These 
fonts should be used in all electronic 
correspondence.

Times New Roman – For electronic
applications, Times New Roman should 
be used in place of MrsEaves. This font 
is best for headers and titles, quotes and 
smaller bodies of copy and can be used 
as an accent font in e-newsletters.

Arial – For electronic applications, Arial 
should be used in place of Avenir. Arial is 
a clear, readable font, great for text both 
large and small. It is particularly good for 
large bodies of small type and should 
be used in all email correspondence and 
e-newsletter body content.

Special Characters
Bulleting – Whenever possible, 
diamond-shaped bullets should be used 
in Alpha Sigma Alpha correspondence. 
Microsoft Word provides a great option 
for diamond bulleting.

Greek Symbols – When Alpha Sigma 
Alpha is shortened to its Greek letters. 
The traditional ‘Σ’ should be used at all 
times and should never be replaced by a 
standard ‘S’.

IV. Typography
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Crimson red
Special Mix 7427 
C 27   M 100   Y 100   K 30
R 141   G 25   B 27
HEX #8d191b

Pearl white
PMS WHITE
C 0   M 0   Y 0   K 0
R 255   G 255   B 255
HEX #ffffff

Foundation gold
PMS 465
C 29   M 37   Y 73   K 3
R 182   G 152   B 94
HEX #b6985e

Palm green
PMS 582
C 48   M 34   Y 100   K 11
R 137   G 135   B 0
HEX #898700

Color palette 
The primary color palette for the Alpha 
Sigma Alpha brand draws from the 
Sorority’s traditional colors. Follow the 
guidelines to ensure these colors are 
reproduced as accurately as possible in all 
print and electronic applications.

Crimson red
Crimson red is the primary color of Alpha 
Sigma Alpha. It indicates loyalty, signifies 
tradition and clearly identifies the brand. 
When used in branding, it immediately 
creates a message and garners the 
attention of members.

Pearl white
Pearl white is representative of fellowship 
and the perfect blending of all colors. 
By utilizing it throughout branded 
materials, it is able to convey the 
important bonds of sisterhood that go 
beyond the collegiate years.

Foundation gold
Gold is most commonly associated with 
the Alpha Sigma Alpha Foundation and is 
used to convey wisdom, wealth and social 
achievement. By incorporating gold into 
the Foundation, it displays the aptitude of 
those women who, through the sorority, 
have developed poise and purpose.

Palm green
The supplementary color of palm green 
represents hope, immortality and victory. 
Used for specific purposes throughout 
the brand, it highlights and identifies 
messages.

Secondary palette
A brighter version of the Alpha Sigma 
Alpha core palette has been chosen to 
provide supplemental colors for extended 
applications including recruitment and 
extension materials. 

V. Color Palette

PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

Bright red
PMS 186
C 4   M 100   Y 83   K 1
R 229   G 25   B 55
HEX #e51937

Pearl white
PMS WHITE

Bright gold
PMS 460
C 9   M 4   Y 46   K 0
R 234   G 229   B 159
HEX #eae59f

Bright green
PMS 583
C 39   M 17   Y 100   K 1
R 170   G 179   B 0
HEX #aab300

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE - THE LIGHTER SIDE
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Bright orange
PMS 151
C 0  M 50   Y 100   K 0
R 255   G 128   B 0
HEX #FF8000

Brown
PMS 7449
C 0   M 58   Y 30   K 80
R 51   G 21   B 36
HEX #331524

Purple
PMS 512
C 60   M 100   Y 25   K 1
R 129   G 42   B 118
HEX #812a76

Bright blue
PMS 3115
C 70   M 17   Y 9   K 1
R 56   G 164   B 204
HEX #38a4cc

Supporting color palette 
The supporting color palette for the 
Alpha Sigma Alpha brand complements 
the Sorority’s traditional colors. Use of 
these colors are strictly for an extension 
in marketing materials and the Phoenix of 
Alpha Sigma Alpha.  

Follow the guidelines to ensure these 
colors are reproduced as accurately 
as possible in all print and electronic 
applications.

Specifications

Brown
Brown is for prose of text; to be used 
as an alternative to black in marketing 
materials. 

V. Color Palette

SUPPORTING COLOR PALETTE

Yellow
PMS 7404
C 10   M 8   Y 100   K 0
R 236   G 216   B 21
HEX #ecd815
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VI. Supporting Graphic Elements

Insignia
The insignia of Alpha Sigma Alpha are the 
star, crown, palm and phoenix. 

Insignia files are available for download 
in several versions on the members-only 
site. Unapproved versions of the insignia 
should never be used. Each insignia 
should always be represented in its full 
color version, reversed, or in one-color. 
If one-color option is used, it should 
only be printed in one of the primary or 
secondary colors. 

When printing on shirts and other 
merchandise, use only approved Officially 
Licensed Vendors to order. Insignia should 
only be used on items purchased through 
vendors. You can access a list of all Alpha 
Sigma Alpha approved vendors at 
www.greeklicensing.com.

FULL COLOR

ONE-COLOR

REVERSED
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Dot the Ladybug
Dot the Ladybug was designed in spring 
2007. You are encouraged to use her on 
your website page, print publications 
and on merchandise. She should not be 
integrated into letterhead, notecards, 
envelopes or any business system 
material.

Dot files are available for download in 
several versions on the members-only 
site. Unapproved versions of Dot should 
never be used. Dot should always be 
represented in 100 percent black and 
crimson red. The font used is Chachie.

When printing on shirts and other 
merchandise, use only approved Officially 
Licensed Vendors to order. Dot should 
only be used on items purchased through 
vendors. You can access a list of all Alpha 
Sigma Alpha approved vendors at 
www.greeklicensing.com.

Currently Dot merchandise is readily 
available through Unique Impressions. 
Visit their online store at 
www.uniqueonline.com. GetSomeGreek 
also has Dot merchandise available at 
Alpha Sigma Alpha national events. 
The merchandise is not on the website, 
but you may call to request it at 
1-886-Greek4Me.

VI. Supporting Graphic Elements

TM

      
        do

t

ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA VERSION

DOT VERSION
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9002 Vincennes Circle      Indianapolis, IN 46268-3018      Office: (317) 871-2920      Fax: (317) 871-2924      asa@AlphaSigmaAlpha.org      www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org

PRIMARY LETTERHEAD

#10 ENVELOPE

Business system
As the traditional form of correspondence, 
it is important that Alpha Sigma Alpha’s 
printed collateral act as a continuation of 
the brand.

Print Details
Each item in the business system should 
be printed on the following paper:

Business Cards – 14pt Tango Matte
Letterhead – 70# Cougar Opaque
Note cards – 80# Accent Opaque
Envelopes – Standard print woven

Primary letterhead
Alpha Sigma Alpha’s primary letterhead 
is designed with the signature fonts and 
colors. The cleanliness of the layout allows 
the brand to be subtly reinforced, without 
distracting from the message at hand.

Secondary letterhead
For in-house printing purposes, a 
secondary letterhead template has been 
prepared to remove elements that bleed 
from the page. The template is available 
in Microsoft Word from 
www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org/brand.

Business cards
Although small in size, business cards can 
make a big impression. Classic, clean and 
easy to read, the business card stands as a 
reminder of the values of the Alpha Sigma 
Alpha brand.

VII. Business System

9002 Vincennes Circle      Indianapolis, IN 46268-3018
www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org

BUSINESS CARD
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Composing correspondence
These guidelines should be followed 
when composing all Alpha Sigma Alpha 
correspondence.

1. Margin settings are as follows:
 Left margin: 1.25 inches
 Right margin: 1 inch
 Top margin: 1.75 inches
 Bottom margin: 1.25 inches

2. Copy should be left justified and the 
letter should not be centered on the 
page. A total of three lines may be added 
before the date line to take up additional 
space. 

3. There are two returns (one blank line) 
between paragraphs, and the paragraphs 
should not be indented.

4. Avenir Roman, or Arial Regular in cases 
where Avenir is not available, should be 
used as the standard font for body copy 
at 11pt or 12 pt. 

5. There are to be three returns (two blank 
lines) between the date and the address 
as well as three returns (two spaces) 
between the address and the salutation.
There are to be two returns (one blank 
line) between the greeting and the start 
of the first paragraph.

6. There are to be four returns (three 
blank lines) between the closing and the 
typed name in the signature block.

7. If volunteers wish to have home 
addresses on a letter, it is to be added 
after the name in the signature block at 
the bottom of the letter in this manner:
 Sarah Sister
 Position Title
 1234 Street Name
 City, State 12345
 (123) 456-7890

VII. Business System
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8. When creating a two or more page 
letter, do not print on the back side of 
the letterhead. Use a second sheet with 
the same margins. For sending copies 
of the original letter, a second page 
may be printed on the back side of the 
letterhead. Copies should be in black and 
white to denote that it is a copy.

9. The c: mark indicates that a letter 
has been copied. It should be located 
two returns (one blank line) below the 
signature block. List the person(s) [include 
their title] copied to on a separate line. 
Also include the file name if the letter is 
being filed. 

10. If the person(s) copied receives 
additional information, “enclosures” is 
to be positioned two returns (one blank 
line) below the signature block before c: 
(see example 1). If the person(s) copied 
did not receive the “enclosures,” place it 
two returns (one blank line) below the last 
person (or file name) to whom the letter 
has been copied (see example 2).

Example 1:  enclosures
  c: National Council
  National President file

Example 2: c: National Council
  National President file
  
  enclosures

11. The address on the standard envelope 
is to be located 4.5 inches from the left 
margin and 2.06 from the top margin. This 
should be the standard setting on most 
computers. When possible, the address 
should be printed with 12pt or 13pt type 
in 100% black. 

VII. Business System

9002 Vincennes Circle      Indianapolis, IN 46268-3018
www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org

Sarah Sister
Company Name
1234 Street Name
City, States 12345
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Internal memos
These guidelines should be followed 
when composing all Alpha Sigma Alpha 
memos. A Microsoft Word template has 
been created to maintain consistency in 
the header and footer areas.

1. Margin settings are as follows:
 Left margin: 1.25 inches
 Right margin: 1 inch
 Top margin: 2 inches
 Bottom margin: 1.25 inches

2. The introductory memo information 
should always be bolded and filled out to 
completion. 

3. Two returns (one blank line), 
a one-point black rule and an additional 
three returns (two blank lines) should 
separate the introductory memo 
information from the body copy. 

4. Copy should be left justified and the 
letter should not be centered on the 
page. 

5. There are two returns (one blank line) 
between paragraphs, and the paragraphs 
should not be indented.

6. Avenir Roman, or Arial Regular in cases 
where Avenir is not available, should be 
used as the standard font for body copy 
at 11pt or 12 pt. 

VII. Business System
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Press releases
These guidelines should be followed 
when composing all Alpha Sigma 
Alpha press releases. A Microsoft Word 
template has been created to maintain 
consistency in the header and footer 
areas.

1. Margin settings are as follows:
 Left margin: 1.25 inches
 Right margin: 1 inch
 Top margin: 2 inches
 Bottom margin: 1.25 inches

2. The date should be followed by three 
returns (two blank lines), the line, ‘FOR 
IMMEDIATE RELEASE’ followed by 
another two returns (one blank line).

3. ‘FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE’, the 
location introduction and the word 
‘CONTACT’ should always be bolded.

4. Copy should be left justified and the 
letter should not be centered on the 
page. 

5. There are two returns (one blank line) 
between paragraphs, and the paragraphs 
should not be indented.

6. Avenir Roman, or Arial Regular in cases 
where Avenir is not available, should be 
used as the standard font for body copy 
at 11pt or 12 pt. 

6. The press release copy should be 
followed by three hash marks signifying 
the end of the entry.

7. Contact information should always 
include the following: Name, title, 
organization, phone number and email 
address. 

VII. Business System
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PRIMARY LETTERHEAD

#10 ENVELOPE

Chapter letterhead
In order to create consistency across the 
body of the organization, letterhead has 
been created with the individual chapter 
in mind. Please contact headquarters to 
order your Alpha Sigma Alpha chapter 
stationery customized with your chapter 
name and contact information. 

See pages 20-21 for information 
pertaining to composing correspondence.

VII. Business System

Alpha Alpha Chapter
1234 Sorority Circle    City, State 12345

Alpha Alpha Chapter

1234 Street Name    City, State 12345    Office: (317) 871-2920    Fax: (317) 871-2924    info@AlphaSigmaAlphaChapter.org
www.AlphaSigmaAlphaChapter.org    www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org
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100% BLACK LOGOMARK

3/4 INCH MARGINS

Fax cover sheet
Every fax transmission is a quick and easy 
way to reinforce the Alpha Sigma Alpha 
brand. A well-designed cover sheet can 
ensure clarity of information, even when 
fax quality is inconsistent. The logomark 
and supporting text should always be in 
100 percent black with at 3/4 of an inch 
margins to ensure optimal scanning and 
printing.

VII. Business System
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E-SIGNATURE E-signature
In the age of electronic communication, 
emails are fast becoming the most 
common form of correspondence. 
An often overlooked, but extremely 
important part of an email, is the 
signature block. The signature line 
becomes a key element of overall 
branding and serves as a cognitive flag 
and virtual business card for its recipients. 
To reduce the chances of getting caught 
in Spam folders, the Alpha Sigma Alpha 
e-signature combines typography and 
color to simply and clearly continue the 
brand. It does not include an image.

Color
To build consistency in the brand and 
differentiate the signature from the body 
content of the email, the e-signature 
should always appear in crimson red 
(HEX #8d191b). 

Fonts and sizes
Alpha Sigma Alpha’s e-signature should 
always appear in a combination of Times 
New Roman and Arial. 

The size and proportion of elements 
in the e-signature should always be 
consistent.

     NAME: Times New Roman, 14pt
     POSITION: Arial, 12pt, All Caps
     ASA: Times New Roman, 12pt
     CONTACT INFO: Arial, 10pt

Body of email
When using an e-signature, the body of 
the email font (Arial), color (Black) and 
size (10) should be used. 

VIII. Electronic Applications

Sarah Sister
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority
Developing Women of Poise and Purpose
9002 Vincennes Circle | Indianapolis, IN 46268-3018
CELL: (317) 123.4567  |  OFFICE: (317) 123.5678
www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org

Dear Alpha Sigma Alpha Sister,
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WEBSITE HOME PAGE

WEBSITE SUB PAGE

Online application
Web applications continue to provide an 
excellent way to promote and extend a 
brand. The Alpha Sigma Alpha website 
encapsulates all elements of the brand 
personality and acts as a portal for news, 
events, constituent resources and more. 

When using the logomark onscreen, only 
provided and approved jpg, gif and png 
files should be used. The logomark should 
only appear in its appropriate HEX color. 

Size and clear space
When displayed onscreen, the Alpha 
Sigma Alpha logomark should be at least 
250 pixels wide with a clear space of 20 
pixels.

Web fonts
Alpha Sigma Alpha’s web fonts are Arial 
and Times New Roman. These web-friendly 
fonts best translate the sorority’s primary 
font palette.

VIII. Electronic Applications
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Chapter website guidelines

Identity/Design elements – Required
 The home page of each site must 
incorporate the Alpha Sigma 
Alpha logo, tagline and badge. 
Request an EPS or TIF file of the 
web version of the logomark from 
the communications & marketing 
coordinator. Do not attempt to scan 
or copy the logo and signature from 
another source.

 The home page of every site should 
include the copyright and disclaimer 
line with links at the bottom of its 
home page (see the bottom of     
www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org). 

 The home page of every site must link 
to the national Alpha Sigma Alpha 
website.

 The home page of every site must 
provide a way to contact the individual 
chapter member responsible for the 
content of the site. The full email 
address should be visible.

 Utilize the typography and color 
palettes set forth in the Alpha Sigma 
Alpha Brand Standards Guide.

Identity/Design elements – 
Recommended

 The home page title should include 
“Alpha Sigma Alpha.”

 Contact email, phone or address 
should be easily accessible on the 
home page or on a specific “Contact 
us” page.

 You are encouraged to use the same 
navigation style as the national site.

 Make your page title descriptive

VIII. Electronic Applications

ACCEPTABLE CHAPTER WEBSITE SAMPLE
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Social media guidelines
These guidelines are frequently updated 
as social media evolves. 

Alpha Sigma Alpha name and logo
 To strengthen Alpha Sigma Alpha’s 
brand and identity in social media, 
use Alpha Sigma Alpha’s full name 
and the badge emblem on accounts 
or pages that represent an official 
Alpha Sigma Alpha page for a 
chapter, interest group or district. 
Always include the full name of the 
institution or geographical area your 
page represents. For example, name 
your account “Alpha Sigma Alpha at 
Indiana University” instead of simply 
“ASA at IU.” 

 If you have an offical Alpha Sigma 
Alpha account that represents 
a chapter, interest group or 
geographical area, you should use the 
badge emblem as the profile picture. 
Options for the badge emblem are 
found on the website, our official 
Pinterest account and Officer Portal.  

 Utilize the typography and color 
palettes set forth in the Alpha Sigma 
Alpha Brand Standards Guide.

Identity/design elements – 
Recommended

 The home page title should include 
“Alpha Sigma Alpha.”

 Contact email, phone or address 
should be easily accessible on the 
home page or on a specific “Contact 
us” page.

 You are encouraged to use the same 
navigation style as the national site.

 Make your page title descriptive

VIII. Electronic Applications

FACEBOOK

TWITTER & INSTAGRAM

PINTEREST
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TITLE SLIDE

SUB-SECTION SLIDE

BULLET POINT SLIDES 
WITH AND WITHOUT A 

SUPPORTING IMAGE

Presentation template
When giving presentations, it is important 
to convey your message in an organized, 
clear way. Use the provided presentation 
template whenever possible to create 
uniformity in your internal presentations.

VIII. Electronic Applications
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IX. Vendor and Merchandising Guidelines

Vendor guidelines
All external vendors should review Alpha Sigma Alpha’s Brand Standards Guide before 

beginning work on an Alpha Sigma Alpha project. The information in this manual provides 

the specific guidelines for the Alpha Sigma Alpha’s graphic identity. 

Alpha Sigma Alpha constituents should use vendors who are already familiar with the Alpha 

Sigma Alpha policies, guidelines and brand standards. Experienced Alpha Sigma Alpha 

vendors can help ensure the final product meets Alpha Sigma Alpha standards. 

A list of Alpha Sigma Alpha’s approved vendors can be found at www.greeklicensing.com

Merchandising guidelines
To protect the integrity of the sorority’s identifying marks when creating items that fall 

within the category “Goods and Merchandise” (such as apparel, jewelry and tote bags), 

certain requirements apply. 

Goods and merchandise intended for internal use for sorority staff, chapters and 

associations must have artwork approved by the communications & marketing coordinator. 

This includes any items intended for fundraising purposes.
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X. Resources

electronic file formats 
Electronic files
Please email asa@AlphaSigmaAlpha.org to receive electronic files of the visual identity. 

Electronic art files and additional copies of the visual standards manual may also be 

downloaded from our website, www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org/brand. Never use low-resolution 

artwork in your printed materials.

Handling electronic files
No matter what the project, the following information will help you choose the correct 

electronic format to uphold the Alpha Sigma Alpha visual identity. In general, keep in 

mind that while GIF files can be used in various application programs, EPS or TIFF files are 

preferred for non-web applications.

EPS files (.eps)
EPS stands for Encapsulated PostScript file. These 

may be scaled to virtually any size without image 

degradation. 

 Use an EPS vector file for reproduction on printed 
materials, clothing, signage and where high detail 
is desired. This file can be scaled up indefinitely. 
Recommended especially for use in signage and 
oversized items. 

TIFF files (.tif)
TIFF stands for Tagged Information File Format. 

TIFF files may not be scaled up without image 

degradation, but may be reduced in size.

 TIFF images are typically used in printed materials 
and cannot be scaled larger than their original 
dimensions.

PDF files (.pdf)
PDF stands for Portable Document Format. This file 

format makes it possible to view or print files across 

platforms, and allows recipients to see the file as 

it was created to appear, rather than in a modified 

format.

 Typically used for multi-page documents, PDFs 
may be rasterized artwork or embedded vector art. 

GIF files (.gif)
GIF stands for Graphics Interchange Format. These 

files may seem to work effectively when placed and 

used in MS Office applications such as Microsoft 

Word, but they are not recommended when scaling 

or resizing is necessary. Scaling or resizing a GIF can 

cause the image quality to degrade. 

 GIF files may be placed in MS Office applications, 
but may not be scaled larger than their original 
dimensions.

JPEG files (.jpg)
JPEG stands for Joint Photographic Experts Group. 

A JPEG file is a format commonly used for e-mailing 

photographs or for displaying them on web 

applications. Quality may vary, although it is possible 

to obtain very high-resolution JPEG formats. 

 Appropriate for images that will appear online or for 
images used in PowerPoint or Keynote presentations. 
This typically represents a low-resolution image and is 
not suitable for printed materials. 
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X. Resources

color models and processes 
Color models
There are four basic models when referring to colors and production processes: 

CMYK, PMS, RGB and HEX.

CMYK

CMYK stands for cyan, magenta, yellow and black. 

CMYK are the four colors of ink used in offset 

printing, in which all colors are a mixture or build of 

these four process colors.

 Used for printed brochures, invitations and 
documents with photography.

PMS

PMS stands for Pantone Matching System and is 

a registered trade name for the standard system 

for selecting, specifying, matching and controlling 

ink colors in printing. Printing PMS colors is the 

best way to ensure uniformity across mediums and 

printers.

 Used for printed brochures, invitations and 
documents requiring one or two spot colors.

RGB

RGB stands for red, green and blue, which are the 

primary colors of light and are used in combination 

to simulate all other colors on a computer monitor 

or television set.

 Used for projected imagery, PowerPoint or 
Keynote presentations and any graphic appearing 
on a monitor.

HEX

HEX is short for Hexadecimal Colors and are colors used 

in designing web pages. These colors are represented 

by a six-digit combination of letters and numbers 

and should appear similarly across monitors. Because 

monitor calibration is different, there is no way to 

ensure exact translation.

 Used for specifying colors for web and monitor 
applications.
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X. Resources

glossary of terms
Camera-ready art
High-resolution type, artwork and graphic materials 

that are ready to be scanned and printed.

Electronic files
Computer-generated, electronically saved files of 

artwork that can be placed directly into documents 

created in desktop publishing programs (examples: 

TIFF, GIF, EPS, JPEG).

Four-color process 
A printing term referring to the process by which 

any color may be achieved by combining the four 

basic colors of ink (cyan, magenta, yellow and black).

Kerning
The process of adjusting the inter-letter spacing 

between two letters.

Leading
The vertical distance, in points, from one line of 

type to the next.

Logo 
Any artwork that translates the values or identity 

of an individual, company or organization into a 

graphic image.

Logomark
The complete symbol, including type and graphic 

artwork, designed to represent an individual, 

company or organization.

Pantone Matching System (PMS) 
A registered trade name for a widely used system 

of color-matching ink used in printing.

Point
A measurement used to designate type size, 

one point approximating 1/72 of an inch.

Process colors
In printing, the subtractive primaries: magenta, 

yellow and cyan. Includes black in four-color process.

Reverse
Artwork or type that appears as the color of the paper 

on which it is printed as a result of being dropped 

(reversed) out of a dark background.

RGB
An abbreviation for red, green and blue, the primary 

colors of light and are used in combination to simulate 

natural colors on computer monitors and televisions sets.

Sans serif 
A typeface that contains no serifs, or “feet” on the 

ends of its characters.

Screen
A version of an image or type, produced with only 

a percentage of ink used in the original image.

Also referred to as a screen tint.

Serif
Lines that cross or project from the ends of characters 

in a typeface, sometimes referred to as “feet.”

Signature
A logomark or wordmark combined with the address, 

phone numbers and or other contact information.

Tagline
A short phrase or sentence that further identifies the 

mission or programs of an individual, company or 

organization. For the purposes of this guide, the tagline 

refers to, “Developing Women of Poise and Purpose.”

Two-color printing 
A process by which a publication is printed in only 

two colors, usually a choice of any two PANTONE 

colors or one PANTONE color and black.

Wordmark
For the purposes of this guide, the wordmark refers 

to the name Alpha Sigma Alpha or Alpha Sigma 

Alpha Foundation.
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contact
Logo files and a pdf version of this standards guide may be accessed 

and downloaded at www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org and Officer Portal. 

Should you wish to obtain more information regarding the Alpha 

Sigma Alpha brand, need further instruction regarding the use of these 

specific guidelines or require additional logo or graphic elements 

not listed in this guide, please contact Alpha Sigma Alpha National 

Headquarters.

Alpha Sigma Alpha National Headquarters
9002 Vincennes Circle

Indianapolis, IN 46268

p: (317) 871-2920 • f: (317) 871-2924

asa@AlphaSigmaAlpha.org

www.AlphaSigmaAlpha.org

XI. Contact


